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LISS LINE: HAIR LISS SYSTEM
ironing kit

Smoothing treatment consisting of shampoo' fluid mask' and kit of smoothing cream and
neutralizing milk. 

LISS SHAMPOO 
Shampoo with a smoothing and regulating action' ideal for hair cracked and rebellious. Its
special formulation' enriched with Keratin Ceramide A2 and fruit acids' deeply nourishes
the hair' eliminating the annoying frizz effect so as to obtain healthy and shiny smooth hair
for longer. In addition, this product has an enveloping fruit fragrance.
packaging: 500 ml bottle. 

LISS MASK 
Smoothing mask formulated with Macadamia oil and Bamboo extracts to nourish and at
the same time regulate the cracked and rebellious hair. It allows you to obtain smooth and
extremely soft hair. It has a pleasant fruity fragrance.
packaging: 250 ml vase. 

LISS FLUID
Regulating and nourishing smoothing fluid based on Jojoba oil and Shea butter. Applied to
cracked and rebellious hair before styling, it has a nourishing and regulating action and
wraps it in a protective film to protect it from heat. Delicate and sweet its fruit fragrance.
packaging: 250 ml bottle. 

LISS SYSTEM 
Formula Regular and Strong Kit containing Liss Cream and Neutralizing Fixing Milk. The
smoothing cream with Regular formula is recommended for fine and normal hair that is not
particularly rebellious. Strong cream is recommended for strong and particularly rebellious
hair. Enriched with Jojoba' oil Macadamia' butter of Shea and Ceramide A2' it nourishes
discipline and stretches the hair' for an intense smooth with a long life resistant to
moisture. Sweet fruit fragrance. Neutralizing fixing milk stabilizes the smooth formula
obtained with Liss Cream and extends its durability over time.
packaging: Liss Cream in 100 ml tube; Neutralizing Fixing Milk in a 100 ml bottle with
applicator cap.
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